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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Arroyo Grande Freedom Rally — Saturday, 21, 11-12 at 1221 4 
Grande Avenue on the sidewalk! And thank Dianne Howes for all 5 
her hard work organizing these events. Unfortunately, I'll be out of 6 
town, but I hope you will plan to STAND FOR LIBERTY at the 7 
FREEDOM RALLY — [Freedom!] 8 
Looking forward to meeting Larry Elder, future Governor of CA, 9 
September 6 in Santa Clarita. 10 
See what is OBVIOUS!  The dilemma of unbelief! 11 
ELECTION FRAUD: The Afghanistan debacle debrief  12 
INSURRECTION FRAUD: An epic collapse of another false 13 
narrative for the left: They just removed the last supporting pillar 14 
of their case. FBI admits it was not a planned attack by 15 
insurrectionist militia. Hmmmm — wow!  16 
PANDEMIC FRAUD: Meet ICAN — Informed Consent Action 17 
Network and wait for the mind blowing collapse of yet another 18 
communist propaganda narrative— 19 
The TRUTH is MARCHING ON! 20 
My friends, it's time for your Brain Massage. 21 
[TRUTH] 22 
SEE WHAT IS OBVIOUS~! 23 
Pastor Jerry Cook, Freedoms Way Baptist Church in Santa Clarita 24 
is hosting a meet and greet with Larry Elder, future Governor of 25 
CA, September 6 in Santa Clarita. 26 
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Mr. Elder is a conservative who has dedicated his life to standing 27 
up for and being a voice for conservative values in America. His 28 
radio show went national, and probably every Californian has 29 
heard his show and every reasonable Californian has been 30 
impressed with his ability to cut through the nonsense and get to 31 
the point. Larry Elder is a man that is not afraid to SEE WHAT IS 32 
OBVIOUS. 33 
Mr. Elder is the frontrunner in this election to get rid of Gavin 34 
Nuisance — and so you can expect the lefties to be screaming 35 
"racist" through their masks — oh, wait, they don't wear masks 36 
when ranting about Trump and unvaccinated children in their 37 
classrooms. [Did you hear about the teacher videoed chastising her 38 
students who were not vaccinated—yeah! She scolded them and 39 
shamed them for coming into her classroom unvaccinated 40 
exposing her to the grave danger of getting a disease that she was 41 
vaccinated against. It was weird because she was ranting about her 42 
fear the unvaccinated children in her class room would give her 43 
COVID but she was not wearing a mask — maybe she knows what 44 
I know and that is the mask is not going to block aerosol 45 
suspended virions. But, if she knew that, I would expect she also 46 
knows that the vaccines DON'T WORK. Wait, she does know that! 47 
Because she has certainly been vaccinated, so if the vaccines work, 48 
what is she concerned about? I guess she knows the vaccines don't 49 
work. Apparently, the experiment is failing. But it's confusing, 50 
liberal communist teacher, because if you believe all the 51 
government is telling you about vaccines, you must believe what 52 
they are saying about masking, and yet there you stand spewing 53 
your spike proteins into the atmosphere without a mask 54 
complaining about children coming to class unvaccinated.  55 
Communists always maneuver themselves into the hypocrite’s 56 
corner—they are the mirrored modern Pharisees, always judging 57 
others by a standard they don't keep.  58 
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Didn't Obama look cute in his gray Hawaiian shirt, mingling with 59 
his friends, all hugs and open mugs — and laughing right into each 60 
others open face — but it's all okay if you are "royalty."  61 
Someone says, well, he is not royalty; he only acts like he is 62 
royalty—it's virtual royalty. Okay, so we will remember that when 63 
we go all French revolution on these arrogant hypocrites and we'll 64 
only do a virtual execution of the Aristos — we will only cast down 65 
their prideful smirks off their faces without taking off their heads. 66 
We'll just dress them in orange and perp.-walk them into a court.  67 
Okay, let's come back to the point. The communists have already 68 
started their attack: Larry Elder, they say, is a Black white 69 
supremacist — so that's what the Communists call someone who 70 
does not believe math is white supremacist—or concepts like law 71 
and order, and other traditional American values, like hard work to 72 
get ahead — you know, stuff like that. The values these yahoos call 73 
white supremacist are universal human values and they have no 74 
color. Hard work has no color. Proficiency in math, and language 75 
skills has no color. Belief in the importance of law and order has no 76 
color, no race, no ethnicity — these are universal human values 77 
that arise on the foundation of SEEING WHAT IS OBVIOUS. 78 
The natural order of things — it's one of those "doth not even 79 
nature itself teach you" — uh oh, forget — Bible Thump Alert — I 80 
lifted that right out of the BIBLE, by the way. Find it in I 81 
Corinthians 11:14. 82 
There are some things that are so OBVIOUS anyone willing to 83 
OBSERVE nature can see them — and here are a few things that 84 
even NATURE can TEACH you if you are willing to SEE what is 85 
obvious: 86 
When a governor tells you to wear a mask inside a room and 87 
especially in groups, and you catch him gathering with his friends 88 
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in groups with none of them wearing masks — SEE WHAT IS 89 
OBVIOUS. 90 
The man is a liar, and like those scribes and Pharisees that offended 91 
Jesus so deeply He chastised them in public—for binding heavy 92 
burdens and grievous to be borne, laying them on the shoulders of 93 
others — BUT THEY THEMSELVES WILL NOT MOVE THEM 94 
WITH ONE OF THEIR FINGERS (Matthew 23:4-5). He described 95 
them perfectly — everything they do, Jesus said, they do it to be 96 
seen of men. So when Fauci sees the cameras, he quickly pulls up 97 
his mask. They like titles, and power, and enjoy laying burdens on 98 
the people that they don't have to carry. 99 
It's easy for guys like Newsome to make rules that destroy your 100 
ability to make a living because he is not going to miss a paycheck. 101 
No leader should be allowed to lay a burden on others he will not 102 
put on his own shoulder. 103 
So, see what is obvious! He shuts down your business but cleverly 104 
manipulates the rules so his own winery can remain open. 105 
They manipulate the laws to burden others, but not themselves. 106 
They use their power wickedly — to crush and wipe out the middle 107 
class and drive everyone into the arms of their masters to buy up 108 
the land, to draw away their customers, to take over the businesses, 109 
to drive the restaurateurs out of business in order to crush the 110 
smaller farms and gain control of all our food — so guys like Gates 111 
can tell you to go eat soy—the Bible says they will command to 112 
abstain from meats.  113 
We must stop funding the people who are building the cages in 114 
which they will imprison us. We need to go local, local, local. We 115 
need to fire Nuisance and hire Elder and don't stop there. 116 
We need to fire nuisance, hire Elder, and DO A FULL FORENSIC 117 
AUDIT of our elections in CA. 118 
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SEE what is OBVIOUS! It's not Republicans merely who want 119 
Nuisance out — IT'S CALIFORNIANS. The Reagan Californians 120 
— we want our STATE BACK.  121 
We will settle for a TWO STATE SOLUTION — way to go 122 
Preston. 123 
But we are done with these modern mirrored Pharisees who 124 
govern like little dictators, tyrants who use lies and fear to control 125 
us. 126 
The fact is Larry Elder is not a white supremacist — he is a man 127 
who stands for universal human rights and freedoms — he is a 128 
man who can SEE WHAT IS OBVIOUS — and that's what we 129 
need in CA right now. Leaders who can SEE WHAT IS OBVIOUS  130 
Let's wrap the first segment with this observation. 131 
See what is OBVIOUS!  It is OBVIOUS to anyone with sense that 132 
allowing men who call themselves girls to participate in women's 133 
sports is wrong, unfair, and just — well, unnatural. DOTH NOT 134 
EVEN NATURE TEACH YOU that a man is not a woman. And 135 
no matter how much estrogen you pump into a male, or how many 136 
surgeries he undergoes, he continues to be male — you can't 137 
overcome nature. Why would you allow anyone to play you for 138 
such a fool that you refuse to see what is obvious. 139 
It is OBVIOUS that leftist policies destroy cities and ruin 140 
neighborhoods. The evidence is directly in front of you. It's there! 141 
LOOK AT IT! See it! SEE what is obvious. 142 
It is OBVIOUS that your government medical establishment is 143 
lying to you about this COVID thing. Look at it! SEE what is 144 
obvious. It's right in front of your face. CDC records show the 145 
recovery rate for COVID-19 is 99.987% for those who are healthy. 146 
It is virtually 100% for children. It's 95+% for those who are 147 
considered vulnerable. It is deadly for those with serious co-148 
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morbidities, but that would also be true of pneumonia, or flu. This 149 
thing is no more deadly than a slightly elevated flu season.  150 
You have never seen the government act this way about any other 151 
disease. Never! Not for Mers, not for Ebola, not for any flu season. 152 
They have never acted this way about any other vaccination.  153 
They have never said patently false things like vaccinated 154 
immunity is BETTER THAN NATURAL IMMUNITY. Never! 155 
This is all nonsense, and it's OBVIOUS nonsense, so quit letting 156 
them convince you that the ELEPHANT standing in the middle of 157 
the ROOM and trumpeting is not there. See what is obvious. 158 
Someone observed that Biden is slipping into or has already 159 
slipped into dementia. A Biden sympathizer shot back, so, you are 160 
a trained neurologist now. Where did you get your degree? Excuse 161 
me? Anyone with the willingness to SEE WHAT IS OBVIOUS will 162 
conclude Biden has cognitive problems. It's not about diagnosing 163 
him — IT'S ABOUT SEEING WHAT IS OBVIOUS. 164 
It's OBVIOUS that Trump helped this country, that his policies 165 
and leadership were very effective and that we were all doing better 166 
under his leadership than we are with Biden. That's OBVIOUS! 167 
Only an idiot cannot see it! See what is OBVIOUS. 168 
So, I must conclude this segment — and here is the point! WHY 169 
are there so many Americans who CANNOT, OR WILL NOT SEE 170 
WHAT IS OBVIOUS? How does that happen?  171 
It's a key feature of what the Bible calls the mystery of iniquity that 172 
SIN and a love for it BLINDS men to what is OBVIOUS. It blinds 173 
them so they can't even see nature clearly anymore. They get so 174 
BLIND they can't even see the lessons that nature itself teaches us. 175 
They become so stupid, they believe anything their government 176 
tells them, because they cannot think for themselves, they cannot 177 
SEE what is OBVIOUS, and wait to be TOLD WHAT THEY ARE 178 
SEEING. 179 
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If you have to be told what you are seeing, you are controlled. 180 
And quit with the sheeple thing! Jesus did not call us sheep because 181 
He thinks we are stupid. He calls His disciples SHEEP because in 182 
fact they cannot be fooled—they hear the shepherd's voice and 183 
follow Him. They WILL NOT HEAR THE VOICE OF THE 184 
WOLVES THAT DESIRE TO DEVOUR OUR LIBERTIES, THEY 185 
DO NOT FOLLOW BLINDLY — they follow with their EYES 186 
WIDE OPEN — and they SEE WHAT IS OBVIOUS. 187 
THE FACT IS FRIEND, CHRIST'S SHEEP ARE THE ONES 188 
THAT SEE — and they are providing the LIGHT right now that 189 
illuminates this darkness allowing those to SEE WHAT IS 190 
OBVIOUS who have not sold themselves to Satan, who have not 191 
embraced darkness as light, who have not surrendered to the 192 
MYSTERY OF INIQUITY — who see that a man is a man and a 193 
woman is a woman and can't be tricked into not SEEING WHAT 194 
IS OBVIOUS. 195 
You can control the people who fear the king into being willing to 196 
ignore THE OBVIOUS FACT THAT THE KING HAS NO 197 
CLOTHES — but you cannot fool even the CHILD WHO IS 198 
WILLING TO SEE WHAT IS OBVIOUS. 199 
It is the dilemma of unbelief! Close your eyes to TRUTH through 200 
unbelief and you will believe the LIE. You'll make government your 201 
god, and you will wait for your god to tell you what you see. 202 
May GOD's PEOPLE shine the light so bright the darkness will be 203 
scattered and enough Californians, enough Americans, WILL SEE 204 
WHAT IS OBVIOUS and refuse to follow these BLIND GUIDES. 205 
I'll be right back. 206 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 207 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 208 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 209 
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enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 210 
liberty. 211 
ELECTION FRAUD. Rushbo used to say, "elections have 212 
consequences." Stolen elections have colossal consequences. Biden 213 
is not the legitimate president of the US — he was installed by the 214 
CCP with their willing accomplices in America mostly Democrat 215 
but plenty of Republicans too. In a standard election you might get 216 
a dud, but at least he will be an American dud. With a stolen 217 
election, you get a leader installed by fraud, not by the will of the 218 
people. 219 
The conspiracy is bigger even than China. We know George Soros 220 
has his hands in this, and that Serbia, Italy, Germany was involved 221 
— we know the Nazi controlled CIA, our own DOJ along with the 222 
FBI are corrupt—we know we have been infiltrated in our military, 223 
that our Supreme Court itself has been compromised. We know 224 
the intergenerational moneyed families have pooled their resources 225 
to buy, bribe, bully and bamboozle their way into power in 226 
virtually every major nation and throughout America. 227 
They have conspired to take over these countries, including 228 
America, their primary target, by controlling the outcomes of 229 
elections in these nations using the system employed by the 230 
Dominion voting machines, and by purchasing key political offices 231 
to provide cover for their operators and the key media outlets to 232 
control the narrative by which they hope to keep the PEOPLE 233 
distracted while they BUILD THE CAGES IN WHICH THEY 234 
INTEND TO KEEP US. 235 
The powers behind all of this internationally are called the 236 
GLOBAL CABAL — and these people intend to TAKE THE 237 
DOMINION/SWORD by force and use it to advance their agenda, 238 
which is to establish themselves openly as the gods of humanity. 239 
They will decide who lives or dies, and when and by what means. 240 
They will decide who eats, who prospers, and who does not. They 241 
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will decide which businesses will be allowed to succeed and which 242 
ones will be destroyed, and when, and how! They will control the 243 
resources of the planet, both natural and human. 244 
They will reduce the population to a manageable level, and turn the 245 
people into robots that serve their masters. They will own nothing, 246 
and be happy. 247 
The arm of the global cabal in America is called the Deep State. 248 
And so, the DEEP STATE and the GLOBAL CABAL — have an 249 
agenda to subdue humanity to their will. They will own everything, 250 
you will own nothing — and, according to one of the leading voices 251 
in the GLOBAL CABAL, Karl Schwab, you will be happy. 252 
What does this have to do with Afghanistan? It's easy, really. Soros, 253 
one of the high level puppets in the hands of the mystery of 254 
iniquity—the forces of the children of disobedience that Satan has 255 
marshaled in his service to advance his program of one world 256 
dominion — those who actually worship Satan as god of this 257 
world, the only people for whom Satan is in fact god of this world, 258 
for Satan has never dethroned the CREATOR and he has never and 259 
will never succeed to set his throne above the stars of GOD AND 260 
BE LIKE THE MOST HIGH — but Soros, and those he works for 261 
worship Satan and do his bidding — Soros said: "The main obstacle 262 
to a stable and just world order is the United States." He continued, 263 
"This is a harsh—indeed, for me, painful—thing to say, but 264 
unfortunately I am convinced it is true."1 Colonel Waldron rightly 265 
said the true statement by Soros would be "the main obstacle to his 266 
global one world order is the United States."  267 
And we know — it's an indisputable and established fact that Soros 268 
money was heavily spread around in the effort to set up this 269 
election steal, along with Zuckerberg—these liars and cheats and 270 
thieves hate America as founded and especially CHRISTIAN 271 

                                     
1 https://medium.com/@paulaustinmurphy2000/george-soros-on-america-in-his-own-words-603afd1bec21 
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AMERICA — and they want to destroy her and rebuild her into a 272 
MARXIST utopia in which you will own nothing and be happy 273 
little kept human servants to the world masters. 274 
They hate the idea of freedom of speech, religion, or even 275 
movement. They hate competition more than anything else. They 276 
want to eliminate competition for the resources of the earth and 277 
power! They want to eliminate competition and when America 278 
came along with this WE THE PEOPLE THING that really 279 
tweaked them on their proboscis and jammed up their plans. The 280 
final competitor they want to eliminate is WE THE PEOPLE. To 281 
do that, they will destroy the primary support for these ideals—that 282 
support is America! 283 
So, you see, what happened in Afghanistan did not happen because 284 
we have a dunce strutting around playing like he is the President. It 285 
happened because his masters, his handlers, directed him to do 286 
what he did. It happened as part of the effort to take America 287 
down, to get her out of their way. 288 
There is NO WAY anyone with half a brain would pull out our 289 
military and leave our civilians behind. There is no way any 290 
commander of any army would turn the backs of his soldiers on 291 
the enemy and run like little girls leaving the women and children 292 
behind to fend for themselves. 293 
This is NOT WHAT AMERICA DOES. But this is what ANTI-294 
AMERICA does every time they get the chance. 295 
When Obama was in office—he facilitated the rise of ISIS — 296 
Obama and Biden worked together on that. Now Biden is in office, 297 
and ISIS is reviving? This is what you get when you allow these 298 
wicked people to steal our elections and install someone who will 299 
do their bidding. This is what you get when you allow yourself to 300 
be unwilling to SEE WHAT IS OBVIOUS. 301 
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It is OBVIOUS that Biden did not win the election in 2020. It's 302 
obvious on the face of it. It becomes more obvious when you start 303 
analyzing the whole thing — you've heard all this before — how 304 
does Biden win the oval office when down ticket his party looses 305 
virtually everything else? How does bumbling Biden get more votes 306 
than Hillary, and even more votes than OBAMA? How does Biden 307 
become the president who was voted in with the greatest number 308 
of votes in history at a time when Trump won more votes that any 309 
other incumbent President in history—second only to — BIDEN? 310 
You are not willing to SEE WHAT IS OBVIOUS if you saw the 311 
video evidence of multiple copies of ballots, of trucks loaded with 312 
ballots making dumps in the middle of the night, if you watched 313 
the vote count suddenly, and inexplicably stop while Trump was 314 
ahead, and then, after mysterious vote drops, and shenanigans like 315 
Fulton county go on right in our faces — and YOU CAN'T SEE 316 
WHAT IS OBVIOUS?  317 
The only reason people can't see what is OBVIOUS is if they have 318 
an OBVIOUS agenda! Our desire to see Trump in office did not 319 
create the spectacles I've touched on, and truly, barely scratched 320 
the surface. Anyone who can't see THAT THE DEEP STATE 321 
OPERATIVES IN MARICOPA HAVE FOUGHT AGAINST THE 322 
AUDIT EVERY STEP OF THE WAY FOR ONLY ONE OBVIOUS 323 
REASON — it's OBVIOUS!  324 
And CHRISTIAN, you keep SHINING THE LIGHT ON THIS 325 
STUFF and the OBVIOUS OBFUSCATION by FAUCI and all his 326 
cohorts over this nonsense about masks and the vaccine mandates 327 
— IT'S OBVIOUS! Never has there been a more colossal failure of 328 
any vaccine, and never has our government medical establishment 329 
so obviously turned its back on decades of KNOWN SCIENCE — 330 
and spout "science, science, science" — and yet NOT ONCE 331 
POINT TO A SCIENTIFIC STUDY THAT SUPPORTS WHAT 332 
THEY ARE DOING. The only "studies" they have pointed to are 333 
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concluded with disclaimers that totally repudiate the claims they 334 
made from the "study." I'll go over this tonight in our visit — you'll 335 
be shocked. 336 
Man, I'm looking at my time and I have to wrap this up — 337 
Look, two more OBVIOUS things to SEE. 338 
Informed Consent Action Network, endorsed and supported by 339 
theHighwire.com is a group to support. The Highwire has used 340 
FOIA to obtain Fauci emails — and they pressed the court to 341 
UNREDACT them and they got one of those unredacted emails. 342 
Guess what? In a letter from Deszak (CEO of EcoHealth Alliance—343 
the group used by Fauci and company to funnel funds to continue 344 
gain of function research in the Wuhan lab) thanked Fauci for 345 
supporting their cover story that the virus did not come from a lab 346 
but from nature. The paragraph the redacted, however, clearly 347 
reveals that Daszak and Fauci and others were knowingly 348 
participating in gain of function research with bat virus in the 349 
Wuhan lab. Remember, he flatly denied this when Rand Paul asked 350 
him about it — well, NOW WE KNOW WHAT WE ALREADY 351 
KNEW WAS OBVIOUS AND THAT IS FAUCI IS A LIAR AND 352 
HE HAD HIS HANDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THIS 353 
VIRUS. 354 
SEE WHAT IS OBVIOUS. 355 
Here is a sudden twist in the Jan. 6 insurrection hoax. An epic 356 
collapse of another false narrative for the left: They just removed 357 
the last supporting pillar of their case that Trump supporters 358 
planned an insurrection for Jan. 6. Reuters, NBC, ABC, all of them, 359 
they are repeating this as if their masters have sent out the memo—360 
back off the narrative that Trump supporters preplanned the attack 361 
on the Capitol. FBI admits it was not a planned attack by 362 
insurrectionist militia. Hmmmm — wow! Real story? Don't start 363 
digging in to the fact that FBI has infiltrated the leadership of some 364 
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of the militias and have PURPOSELY ATTEMPTED TO 365 
AGITATE THEM INTO AN INSURRECTION.  366 
And there is so much more. But, get the essential insight for today's 367 
brain massage: SEE WHAT IS OBVIOUS! 368 
The TRUTH is MARCHING ON! 369 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 370 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 371 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 372 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 373 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 374 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 375 
lights off? 376 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 377 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 378 
email. 379 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 380 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 381 


